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September 10, 2011

The BMC Series Editorial Production Team
BMC Public Health

RE: MS# 7620736675431259

Dear Editorial Production Team:

Thank you for the opportunity to proof our manuscript, “Student Public Commitment in a School-Based Diabetes Prevention Project: Impact on Physical Health and Health Behavior.” We have modified the manuscript based on the listing of formatting changes required. We believe the manuscript has been improved as a result of doing one final editorial sweep.

The changes made during proofing:

1. ‘Background’ was added as a title at the beginning of the main structure of the text.
2. All line numbering throughout the document was removed.
3. For the affiliations of all listed authors USA was added to indicate country.
4. The academic titles for all listed authors were removed.
5. All track changes were accepted throughout the manuscript.
6. In the reference section the names of all authors were listed.
7. During editorial proofing, an apostrophe was added to peers (making it peers’) in the first full paragraph on page 8. There was a missing hyphen in a word (multicenter) in the first sentence of the methods section which has now been added (now multi-center). Finally, there was inconsistency between student-generated media and Student-Generated Media in the latter part of the manuscript – all are now in the format of the former (student-generated media).

We look forward to having our manuscript appear in BMC Public Health.

Thank you for your consideration and don’t hesitate to let us know if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Kimberly L. Drews, PhD
Assistant Research Professor